	
  

Hamilton Beach® Professional
1800 Watt Peak-Power Blenders
Power: These Hamilton Beach® Professional
blenders feature 1800 Watts of peak power with a
commanding 2.4 peak horsepower motor delivering
professional-level performance for restaurant-quality
results. Hardened stainless-steel blades rotate over
140 mph to power through ice and tough
ingredients, creating exceptional smoothies as well
as sauces, purees, and frozen cocktails.
Performance: Variable speed dial gives you ultimate
control over the blending process whether whipping
cream or chopping salsa. The pulse function can be
used at any speed for mixing and chopping without
over processing to achieve the ideal texture. Both
blenders have a tamper to help you blend thick or
frozen mixtures to the perfect consistency.
Durability: The metal drive and stainless steel blade
easily blends frozen fruits and ice, and the BPA-free,
shatterproof 64 ounce Tritan™ jar can handle the
toughest jobs. Built to provide years of highperformance blending, the blender is backed by a
five-year limited warranty.
Additional Features (Model 58850): This model has
a digital countdown timer and four pre-programed
settings for walk-away convenience and one button
cleaning. For smoothie, ice crush and puree, simply
add ingredients, choose the program by turning the
dial, and press start.

	
  

Details
Hamilton Beach® Professional 1800 Watt
Peak Power Blenders
Models: 58800/58850
Available: October 2016
MSRP: $199.99/$249.99

About Hamilton Beach® Professional
With a strong heritage and commitment to quality,
innovation, and excellence, the commercial division of
Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc. has over 100 years of
experience designing, developing, and marketing
commercial products. Hamilton Beach® Commercial is
highly regarded for its full line of innovative products
found in hotels, restaurants, and bars worldwide.
Combining this commercial product experience with
extensive research of consumer needs, Hamilton Beach
Professional was created. It brings the company’s Good
Thinking® philosophy to the kitchens of accomplished
home cooks, allowing users to achieve professional
results at home. Durable quality construction, attention
to detail, and exceptional performance are all merged
with professional styling to complement home kitchens.
All Hamilton Beach Professional products are backed by
a 5-year limited warranty.

